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The figures and tables in this supplementary material are
numbered using the prefix S, and are arranged as follows:

1. A sample video sequence of an artifact from DRUVA
and visualization of the 3D point cloud of the artifact
along with the camera poses.

2. The detailed network architecture of the proposed
USe-ReDI-Net.

3. Test phase.
4. Additional ablations.
5. Additional qualitative and quantitative results.

S1. DRUVA dataset
Our Dataset of Real-world Underwater Videos of Arti-

facts (DRUVA) contains video sequences of 20 different ar-
tifacts with almost full azimuthal coverage of each artifact.
A part of one such video sequence is included in Fig. S1(a)
(please use Adobe Reader to view the video) whose frames
were passed through USe-ReDI-Net. The restored frames
from our network were used to reconstruct a 3D point cloud
(shown in Fig. S1(b,c)) using Meshroom [12], an open-
source 3D reconstruction software. The camera trajectory
is also indicated as a solid path around the artifact.

S2. Network Architecture
The detailed structure of each block of USe-ReDI-Net is

given in Table S1. USe-ReDI-Net disentangles input UW
image I1 into its latent components: scene radiance (J),
transmission maps (T d and T b), and global background
light (A). A is estimated analytically from I1 using a
Gaussian blur-kernel. USe-ReDI-Net has three main net-
work blocks: scene-radiance network (SR-Net), transmis-
sion map network (TM-Net), and channel-wise extinction-
coefficient (β∗

c : c = {R,G,B} : ∗ = {d, b}) estima-
tion network (Beta-Net). PoseNet is used to estimate the
relative pose between two adjacent frames. For PoseNet,
we use the same network structure which was followed by
monocular depth estimation methods for terrestrial images
[11, 27]. It is an encoder-decoder architecture where the en-
coder is a standard ResNet-18 [15], and the decoder outputs
a 6-dimensional camera pose output (T ) consisting of 3 ro-

(a) Video sequence of an artifact. Best viewed when the document is opened in Adobe Reader.

(b) Top-view (c) Side-view

Figure S1: (a): Sample video sequence of an artifact from DRUVA with 360◦ az-
imuthal view; (b,c): 3D visualization of the artifact (a).

tation angles and 3 translations. Following [17, 9], we use
a non-degenerative structure for SR-Net where we use only
stride-1 convolutions. Works [17, 6, 9] use the same struc-
ture for disentangling transmission maps also. But, we use
a different structure for TM-Net. In order to increase the
receptive field in estimating the transmission map, we use
stride-2 convolution in TM-Net and use skip connections
to combine the features at two different resolutions. We
use the same network structure of TM-Net for both T d and
T b. Depth is estimated analytically using transmission map
and β∗

c where β∗
c is estimated from Beta-Net. For Beta-Net,

we use a regression network that predicts a 6-dimensional
output (corresponding to both Td and Tb) from the features
extracted from the input image using a convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN). In the CNN, we perform progressive
downsampling using stride-2 convolutions to arrive at β∗

c .

S3. Test phase
SR-Net, TM-Net, and Beta-Net in USe-ReDI-Net are

trained by utilizing cues from haze as well as geometry from
neighboring frames. During test time, only a single image is
needed which is passed through SR-Net, TM-Net, and Beta-



Layer Input Block Structure Config. Output

SR-Net

Input I1 - c:3 out1

Block 1 to 4 out1

 Conv
Inst. Norm.

ReLU

x4
k: 3x3

s: 1
c: 64

out2

Output out2

[
Conv

Sigmoid

] k: 1x1
s: 1
c: 3

J

TM-Net

Input I1 - c:3 out1

Block 1 to 2 out1

 Conv
Inst. Norm.

ReLU

x2
k: 3x3

s: 1
c: 64

out2

Block 3 out2

 Conv
Inst. Norm.

ReLU

 k: 3x3
s: 2

c: 64
out3

Block 4 out3

 Conv
Inst. Norm.

ReLU

 k: 3x3
s: 1

c: 64
out4

Block 5 out4
[
Deconv

] k: 3x3
s: 2

c: 64
out5

Output
[

out5
out2

] [
Conv

Sigmoid

] k: 3x3
s: 1
c: 3

Tc

Beta-Net

Input I/p image - c:3 out1

Block 1 out1

 Conv
Inst. Norm.

ReLU

 k: 3x3
s: 1

c: 64
out2

Block 2 to 4 out2

 Conv
Inst. Norm.

ReLU

x3
k: 3x3

s: 2
c: 64

out3

Block 5 out3 Flatten - out4

Block 6 out4
[
Sigmoid

]
n: 250 out5

Output out5
[
Sigmoid

]
n: 6 β∗

c

PoseNet

Input
[
I1
I2

] [
ResNet-18[15]

ReLU

]
c:512 out1

Block 1 out1

[
Conv
ReLU

] k: 1x1
s: 1

c: 256
out2

Block 2 to 3 out2

[
Conv
ReLU

]
x2

k: 3x3
s: 1

c: 256
out3

Block 4 out3

[
Conv
ReLU

] k: 3x3
s: 1
c: 6

out4

Output out4
[
Average

]
n: 6 T

Table S1: Network structure of USe-ReDI-Net. [c: number of output channels in the
block, k: kernel size, s: stride, n: number of output nodes, Inst. Norm.: Instance
normalization]

Net to get the restored image, transmission maps, and β∗
c .

From any single channel of the transmission map Tc, we de-
rive depth map D = − log(Tc)/βc. Thus, USe-ReDI-Net
returns both the depth map and the restored image simul-
taneously from a single UW image in real-time (55 fps as
mentioned in the main paper).

S4. Additional ablations
S4.1. Joint vs sequential estimation

In our approach, we jointly estimate the depth map and
the clean image. Another possibility is to sequentially com-
pute 1) restored image followed by depth map, and 2) depth
map followed by the restored image using other SoTA meth-
ods.

The results for the case of estimating clean image
followed by depth map have been given in the main
paper under Mono2d where restoration was done using
UIEC2-Net[25] which was followed by depth estimation
using Monodepth2 [11]. We have shown that its perfor-
mance is inferior to our method. In order to compare with a
more recent method, we provide results for HR-Depth [21]
(a depth estimation method for terrestrial images) in Fig. S2
and Table S2. HR-Depth [21] is trained using the restored
images (restored using [25]) from DRUVA dataset. It can
be seen that the depth map obtained using HR-Depth [21] is
not good, especially at higher depths. Quantitative metrics
also show that our method is superior. Both HR-Depth [21]
and Monodepth2 [11] yield comparable quantitative results.

1(a) input: DRUVA 1(b) Restored using [25] 1(c) HR-Depth[21] 1(d) USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) input: DRUVA 2(b) Restored using [25] 2(c) HR-Depth[21] 2(d) USe-ReDI-Net

3(a) input: SQUID [5] 3(b) Restored using [25] 3(c) HR-Depth[21] 3(d) USe-ReDI-Net

4(a) input: Sea-thru [2] 4(b) Restored using [25] 4(c) HR-Depth[21] 4(d) USe-ReDI-Net

Figure S2: (a) Input UW images from three different datasets; (b) the restored out-
puts using UIEC2-Net [25]; depth map from (c) sequential approach (restoration [25]
followed by depth estimation [21]), and (d) USe-ReDI-Net.

Method Sequential Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

ρ ↑ /SI-MSE ↓ 0.33/0.20 0.55/0.16
Table S2: Quantitative comparisons between the sequential approach (restoration [25]
followed by depth estimation [21]) and USe-ReDI-Net for SQUID [5] dataset.



In order to perform the other sequential process of first
estimating depth map followed by the restored image, we
find the depth map using UW-Net [13]. The recovered depth
map is then used to estimate the restored image using the
method described in Sea-thru [2]. We use a third-party im-
plementation [16] for Sea-thru [2] since the original imple-
mentation from the authors is not available. The results are
given in Fig. S3 and Table S3. The restored output of the
sequential method contains color deviations and is far from
the ground truth. For DRUVA, the sequential method out-
puts artifacts in the restored image. The output from our
method is close to the ground truth for UIEB [18] dataset.
Our PSNR and SSIM values are significantly higher.

As expected, sequential processing yields suboptimal re-
sults as compared to joint estimation of depth and image.

1(a) input: UIEB [18] 1(b) Depth from [13] 1(c) Sea-thru [2] 1(d) USe-ReDI-Net 1(e) Ground truth

2(a) input: UIEB [18] 2(b) Depth from [13] 2(c) Sea-thru [2] 2(d) USe-ReDI-Net 2(e) Ground truth

3(a) input: UIEB [18] 3(b) Depth from [13] 3(c) Sea-thru [2] 3(d) USe-ReDI-Net 3(e) Ground truth

4(a) input: DRUVA 4(b) Depth from [13] 4(c) Sea-thru [2] 4(d) USe-ReDI-Net

5(a) input: DRUVA 5(b) Depth from [13] 5(c) Sea-thru [2] 5(d) USe-ReDI-Net

Figure S3: (a) Input UW images; (b) depth map from UW-Net [13]; restored outputs
from the (c) sequential approach (depth map estimation [13] followed by restoration
[2]), and (d) from USe-ReDI-Net.

Method Sequential Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

PSNR↑/SSIM↑ 14.4/0.58 18.9/0.70
Table S3: Quantitative comparisons between the sequential approach and USe-ReDI-
Net for UIEB [18] dataset.

S4.2. Depth-dependency of βd
c

Strictly speaking, βd
c is depth-dependent as shown by

Akkayanak et al. [1, 2, 3]. However, we chose to model
it as a constant due to the following reasons. 1) In [1, 3],
it is shown that variation of βd

c for a depth range z > 3 m
(which is a more practical depth range in real experiments)
is ∆βd

c < 0.1 for the RED channel, and ∆βd
c < 0.05 for

GREEN and BLUE channels. In our experiment, the depth
values are mostly at higher depths (> 3 m); 2) They [2]
use a parametric model to express the dependency of βd

c on
depth (z). The coefficients of this model can be determined

only if the ground truth depth map is known. Ours is a self-
supervised method that does not require knowledge of the
original depth map.

Nevertheless, we modified the network structure of Beta-
Net to return βd and βb separately where βd is a 3-channel
output (using a network with the same structure of TM-Net)
with the same dimension as the input UW image, and βb is
a vector of dimension 3. Depth map from T d is calculated
by element-wise division with βd, and the same channel-
wise depth consistency loss is used for training. We refer to
this network as Netβ(z). We give comparison results of the
estimated depth and restored image from Netβ(z) and USe-
ReDI-Net in Fig. S4 and Table S4. From the qualitative
and quantitative results, it can be seen that both Netβ(z) and
USe-ReDI-Net provide almost similar outputs for both the
restored image and the depth map. Netβ(z) performs very
similar to USe-ReDI-Net with a slightly lesser SSIM metric
value for image restoration on UIEB [18] dataset. It is quite
possible that a depth-dependent βd

c is more useful when it
can take full advantage in a supervised setup.

(a) input: DRUVA 1(a) Restored image from Netβ(z) 1(b) Depth map from Netβ(z)

2(a) Restored image from USe-ReDI-Net 2(b) Depth map from USe-ReDI-Net

Figure S4: (a) Input UW image from DRUVA, (a) restored image and (b) depth map
estimated from (1) Netβ(z), and (2) USe-ReDI-Net.

Method Netβ(z) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

ρ ↑ /SI-MSE ↓ 0.55/0.16 0.55/0.16

PSNR↑/SSIM↑ 18.9/0.68 18.9/0.70
Table S4: Quantitative comparisons b/w Netβ(z) and USe-ReDI-Net with ρ/SI-MSE
for SQUID [5] dataset, and PSNR/SSIM for UIEB [18] dataset.

S5. Additional Results
A sample output video from our USe-ReDI-Net with

both the restored image sequence and the estimated depth
maps is given in Fig. S5.

Figure S5: Sample output from USe-ReDI-Net for a short video sequence. UW im-
age, restored output, and estimated depth map are in columns 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Best viewed when the document is opened in Adobe Reader.

We provide additional qualitative and quantitative evalu-
ations in Fig. S6, Fig. S7, and Fig. S8.
Datasets and metrics used for comparison

Details of each UW dataset used for comparisons are
given in Table 1 in the main paper. UIEB dataset [18] con-



1(a) input - DRUVA 1(b) DCP [14] 1(c) UDCP [7] 1(d) IBLA [24] 1(e) GDCP [23]

1(f) HL [5] 1(g) UW-Net [13] 1(h) Mono2d [11] 1(i) Mono2h [11] 1(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) input - DRUVA 2(b) DCP [14] 2(c) UDCP [7] 2(d) IBLA [24] 2(e) GDCP [23]

2(f) HL [5] 2(g) UW-Net [13] 2(h) Mono2d [11] 2(i) Mono2h [11] 2(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

3(a) input - SQUID [5] 3(b) DCP [14] 3(c) IBLA [24] 3(d) GDCP [23] 3(e) HL [5]

3(f) UW-Net [13] 3(g) Mono2d [11] 3(h) Mono2h [11] 3(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 3(j) GT

4(a) input - SQUID [5] 4(b) DCP [14] 4(c) IBLA [24] 4(d) GDCP [23] 4(e) HL [5]

4(f) UW-Net [13] 4(g) Mono2d [11] 4(h) Mono2h [11] 4(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 4(j) GT

5(a) input - Sea-thru [2] 5(b) DCP [14] 5(c) IBLA [24] 5(d) GDCP [23] 5(e) HL [5]

5(f) UW-Net [13] 5(g) Mono2d [11] 5(h) Mono2h [11] 5(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 5(j) GT

6(a) input - Sea-thru [2] 6(b) DCP [14] 6(c) IBLA [24] 6(d) GDCP [23] 6(e) HL [5]

6(f) UW-Net [13] 6(g) Mono2d [11] 6(h) Mono2h [11] 6(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 6(j) GT

Figure S6: Input UW image (a) from datasets: (1,2) - DRUVA, (3,4) - SQUID [5], (5,6) - from Sea-thru [2] with ground truth (3(j), 4(j), 5(j), and 6(j)) and the depth maps obtained
from different methods. Note that USe-ReDI-Net gives visually plausible depth maps for all the three datasets.



1(a) input - DRUVA 1(b) CLAHE [29] 1(c) Fusion [4] 1(d) Hist. prior [19] 1(e) IBLA [24]

1(f) CycleGAN [28] 1(g) GDCP [23] 1(h) DDIP [10] 1(i) USUIR [9] 1(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) input - DRUVA 2(b) CLAHE [29] 2(c) Fusion [4] 2(d) Hist. prior [19] 2(e) IBLA [24]

2(f) CycleGAN [28] 2(g) GDCP [23] 2(h) DDIP [10] 2(i) USUIR [9] 2(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

3(a) input - RUIE [20] 3(b) CLAHE [29] 3(c) Fusion [4] 3(d) Hist. prior [19] 3(e) IBLA [24]

3(f) CycleGAN [28] 3(g) GDCP [23] 3(h) DDIP [10] 3(i) USUIR [9] 3(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

4(a) input - RUIE [20] 4(b) CLAHE [29] 4(c) Fusion [4] 4(d) Hist. prior [19] 4(e) IBLA [24]

4(f) CycleGAN [28] 4(g) GDCP [23] 4(h) DDIP [10] 4(i) USUIR [9] 4(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

5(a) input - UIEB [18] 5(b) CLAHE [29] 5(c) Hist. prior [19] 5(d) IBLA [24] 5(e) CycleGAN [28]

5(f) GDCP [23] 5(g) DDIP [10] 5(h) USUIR [9] 5(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 5(j) GT

6(a) input - UIEB [18] 6(b) CLAHE [29] 6(c) Hist. prior [19] 6(d) IBLA [24] 6(e) CycleGAN [28]

6(f) GDCP [23] 6(g) DDIP [10] 6(h) USUIR [9] 6(i) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net 6(j) GT

Figure S7: Input UW image (a) from datasets: (1,2) - DRUVA, (3,4) - RUIE [20], (5,6) - UIEB [18] with ground truth (5(j) and 6(j)) for UIEB and the enhanced images obtained
from different methods. Note that our enhanced image results are visually good. For UIEB dataset, our output is quite close to the ground truth.



1(a) input - SQUID [5] 1(b) CLAHE [29] 1(c) Fusion [4] 1(d) Hist. prior [19] 1(e) IBLA [24]

1(f) CycleGAN [28] 1(g) GDCP [23] 1(h) DDIP [10] 1(i) USUIR [9] 1(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) input - SQUID [5] 2(b) CLAHE [29] 2(c) Fusion [4] 2(d) Hist. prior [19] 2(e) IBLA [24]

2(f) CycleGAN [28] 2(g) GDCP [23] 2(h) DDIP [10] 2(i) USUIR [9] 2(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

3(a) input - Sea-thru [2] 3(b) CLAHE [29] 3(c) Fusion [4] 3(d) Hist. prior [19] 3(e) IBLA [24]

3(f) CycleGAN [28] 3(g) GDCP [23] 3(h) DDIP [10] 3(i) USUIR [9] 3(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

4(a) input - Sea-thru [2] 4(b) CLAHE [29] 4(c) Fusion [4] 4(d) Hist. prior [19] 4(e) IBLA [24]

4(f) CycleGAN [28] 4(g) GDCP [23] 4(h) DDIP [10] 4(i) USUIR [9] 4(j) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

Figure S8: Input UW image (a) from datasets: (1,2) - SQUID [5], (3,4) - Sea-thru [2] and the enhanced images obtained from different methods. Note that our enhanced image
results are visually pleasing without any color deviations.

SQUID [5] Sea-thru [2]

Method Abs Rel ↓ Sq Rel ↓ RMSE ↓ RMSE log ↓ δ < 1.25 ↑ Abs Rel↓ Sq Rel ↓ RMSE ↓ RMSE log ↓ δ < 1.25 ↑

DCP [14] 2.96 2.80 0.95 1.30 0.34 0.54 0.36 0.58 0.69 0.19
UDCP [7] 1.43 1.13 0.54 0.98 0.43 0.51 0.31 0.52 0.86 0.31
GDCP [23] 1.31 1.10 0.69 0.92 0.42 0.49 0.28 0.52 0.85 0.23
IBLA [24] 1.89 1.59 0.64 1.13 0.68 0.48 0.29 0.50 0.75 0.23
HL [5] 2.89 3.66 0.93 1.31 0.54 0.50 0.36 0.50 0.60 0.21
UW-Net [13] 2.38 2.22 0.74 1.17 0.36 0.54 0.33 0.53 0.99 0.21
USUIR [9] 2.47 2.35 0.78 1.19 0.05 0.73 0.55 0.77 1.47 0.14
Mono2h [11] 2.74 2.81 0.76 1.25 0.04 0.83 0.68 0.85 1.86 0.15
Mono2d [11] 1.94 1.41 0.56 1.05 0.43 0.51 0.32 0.55 0.55 0.28
USe-ReDI-Net 1.38 1.09 0.54 0.85 0.71 0.48 0.31 0.41 0.45 0.44

Table S5: Quantitative comparisons of depth estimation accuracy on SQUID [5] dataset and the dataset proposed by Sea-thru [2] using depth evaluation metrics.



tains real-UW images with pseudo-ground-truth for image
restoration. We have used UIEB [18] dataset for comparing
performance on image restoration using PSNR and SSIM.
RUIE dataset [20] is a large-scale UW dataset with only
raw UW images which are divided into three subsets ac-
cording to specific tasks of image restoration algorithms:
UW image quality set (UIQS), UW color cast set (UCCS),
and UW higher-level task-driven set (UHTS). We have used
images from UIQS for inference. DRUVA is the only video
dataset from among all UW datasets. SQUID [5] is a stereo
dataset, and all the other datasets contain independent raw
UW images. For DRUVA, RUIE [20], and UIEB [18], we
have used no-reference image quality assessment metrics
UIQM [22], and UCIQE [26]. SQUID dataset [5] comes
with camera calibration files, and ground truth depth maps.
The dataset proposed by Sea-thru [2] contains raw under-
water images with range maps. We use both SQUID [5]
and Sea-thru [2] dataset for comparing depth prediction ac-
curacy using scale invariant metrics: Pearson correlation
coefficient (ρ) [5] and scale-invariant mean squared error
(SI-MSE) [8] as all the methods predict depth map up to a
scale. After optimizing for the scale factor, we have also
found absolute relative error (Abs Rel), squared relative er-
ror (Sq Rel), root mean squared error (RMSE), and root
mean squared logarithmic error (RMSE log) between the
ground truth depth map and the estimated depth map, and
the accuracy (δ < threshold) [8] for different methods.
These values are given in Table S5.

Qualitative and quantitative evaluation
For evaluating depth accuracy, we have included ad-

ditional results for every method on two images from
DRUVA, SQUID [5], and dataset by Sea-thru [2] in Fig.
S6. For SQUID [5] and Sea-thru [2] datasets, we have
given their ground truth depth maps also where black re-
gions indicate undefined regions in depth map since their
ground truth depth map is derived from stereo and SFM, re-
spectively. SQUID [5] contains some spurious depth values
also. From Fig. S6, it can be seen that, for DRUVA dataset,
USe-ReDI-Net performs better and returns plausible depth
maps as compared to other methods (see Fig. S6 1(a) and
2(a) with red rectangle portions indicating a lesser depth
and blue rectangle regions indicating transitions in depth).
When comparing depth maps for SQUID [5] and Sea-thru
[2], the output from USe-ReDI-Net is closer to ground truth.

Additional results for comparing image restoration per-
formance on two images from 5 datasets (DRUVA, RUIE
[20], UIEB [18], SQUID [5], and Sea-thru [2]) are included
in Fig. S7 and Fig. S8. It can be seen that USe-ReDI-Net
provides more realistic restored outputs without color devi-
ations. For UIEB dataset [18], outputs from USe-ReDI-Net
are close to ground truth. For the dataset from Sea-thru [2],
both USUIR [9] and USe-ReDI-Net perform well. The vi-
sual quality of USUIR [9] is poor on other datasets espe-

cially on SQUID [5] and UIEB [18]. Our method performs
consistently well on all five datasets.

In the main paper, we gave quantitative results for depth
using the most used metrics ρ and SI-MSE. Here, we give
additional quantitative results on the metrics Abs Rel, Sq
Rel, RMSE, and RMSE log for comparing depth predic-
tion accuracy on SQUID [5] and dataset from Sea-thru [2].
These metric values for different methods are given in Ta-
ble S5. It can be seen that USe-ReDI-Net has the best metric
values. Traditional methods, GDCP [23] and IBLA [24] are
also near to USe-ReDI-Net, but their qualitative results are
not good, especially on DRUVA (see Fig. S6).

Error map of estimated depth
In order to compare the accuracy of the depth map, we

have included error maps (using jet colormap) of depths es-
timated by different methods on two images from SQUID
[5] and Sea-thru [2] in Fig. S9. Note that our depth errors
are smaller.

1(a) input - SQUID [5] 1(b) DCP [14] 1(c) IBLA [24] 1(d) GDCP [23]

1(e) UW-Net [13] 1(f) USUIR [9] 1(g) Mono2d [11] 1(h) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

2(a) input - Sea-thru [2] 2(b) DCP [14] 2(c) IBLA [24] 2(d) GDCP [23]

2(e) UW-Net [13] 2(f) USUIR [9] 2(g) Mono2d [11] 2(h) Ours: USe-ReDI-Net

Figure S9: Input UW image (a) from datasets: (1) - SQUID [5], (2) - Sea-thru [2] and
the error maps of depths obtained from different methods. Note that USe-ReDI-Net
has lesser errors.
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